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EDUCATION 02 EMERGENCY PUSHBUTTON
This unique control station

This feature is very simple yet

configuration is designed for easy

extremely efficient.

access emergency alert for school

Some of the key benefits include: the

safety applications. The extra large
orange emergency button activates
emergency alert on County/State
Public Safety systems. Wouldn’t it
be nice to have this in your child’s
school where with a touch of one
button a principal, teacher, or
administrator could send an
emergency alert to the local 911
dispatcher? The emergency alerts
are broadcasted at the touch of a
button for quick and rapid response.
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easy to use control head, built-in
speaker, fixed volume, one talk
group, hot microphone feature,
utilizes existing ASTRO alert
protocol, and still allows for an
external accessory.
Together let’s try to stop the
headlines like Columbine, Sandy
Hook, and Virginia Tech from
becoming common occurrences.
Call us today for more info.

“Like” us on facebook to keep up
with our monthly specials and
newest innovations in wireless
communications.
www.facebook.com/allcommwireless

DO YOU THINK ALL POLICE OFFICERS
SHOULD WEAR A BODY WORN CAMERA?
You may be aware of the public outcry for BodyCams for
police officers as a result of the recent unrest in Ferguson,
MO. About 3 weeks ago there were several talk shows
where callers were calling for a "GoPro on every cop." A
Saturday’s edition of Wall Street Journal had a page 3
article entitled "More Officers Wearing Body Cameras."
This Eye3Witness just might be the answer.
The Eye3Witness Lite is an exciting new technology that
brings the power of 1080P video recording even closer to
the action. Attachable to the shoulder loop or shirt pocket,
the Eye3Witness Lite provides a recording of the wearer's
face to face view while in the field. Additionally the system
records audio and optionally logs gps location, viewable on
playback. The articulated belt clip lets you adjust the
camera angle and start/stop recording without removing
the device. A long lasting lithium ion battery ensures that
the Eye3Witness Lite will last through the whole shift even
at maximum quality settings.


16 megapixel HD image sensor



Optional external camera



Supports true HD recording



2500mAh high capacity battery



Built-in 2 inch TFT LCD display





5 second pre-recording feature

High performance specialized CMOS sensor
and video DSP



Optional GPS logging



Ruggedized construction allows for
operation in harsh conditions



140○ viewing angle

September’s Spotlight Team Member
Bio:
I am married with 3 adult children ages 20-24. I have lived in Sylacauga
all my life. I have been with Allcomm for 20 years. I enjoy spending
time with my family, especially on the lake, and shopping. As a service
writer I am usually the voice you will hear when you call our shop. I
schedule service calls and new installations for our technicians, order
accessories, assist in equipping emergency vehicles with anything from
radios to lighting systems and camera systems. While service is my
primary responsibility, I am also very knowledgeable and directly
involved with our sales department. I can assist with most aspects of
your communications needs.
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